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1 Macro location text housing 
Commune of Cham

According to the FSO, Cham is an «urban workplace commune» and part of the medium-sized agglomeration of Zug with 136'733
inhabitants (2022) and 58'345 households (2021). The commune of Cham itself has 17'637 inhabitants (2022) living in 7'177
households (2021); the average number of persons per household is 2.4. The average migratory balance between 2016 and 2021 is
87 persons. According to Fahrländer Partner (FPRE) & sotomo, in 2021, 41.4% of the households belonged to the upper social
classes (Switzerland: 35.1%), 31.7% of the households to the middle classes (Switzerland: 31.2%) and 26.9% of households to the
lower social classes (Switzerland: 33.7%). Between 2018 and 2021, the average tax burden for families and single people decreased
strongly. In 2020, the commune of Cham had 1'970 businesses employing 11'441 people according to FSO business statistics
(STATENT). This corresponds to an increase of 301 businesses and to an increase of 1'826 employees since 2012. Of the 9'055 full-
time equivalent posts 122.6 (1%) were in the primary sector, 1'677 (19%) in the industrial sector and 7'255 (80%) in the services
sector.

The most easily accessible centres from Cham by motorised individual transport are Zug (13 mins), Luzern (18 mins) and Schwyz
(21 mins). By public transport the centres within easiest reach are Zug (12 mins), Wohlen (AG) (37 mins) and Luzern (42 mins).

At the end of 2021, the commune had 7'574 housing units, of which 776 were single family houses and 6'798 apartments in multi-
family houses. At 10.2%, the percentage of single family houses is significantly below average (21.5%).

With average construction activity of 118 apartments (2015 - 2020; that is 1.68% of the 2015 total), the vacancy rate of 0.48% is
significantly below the country-wide average (1.31%). This corresponds to 36 accomondation units, whereof 86% are in old builings
and 72% are rental apartments.

Assuming an unchanged spatial development policy, the intermediate scenario of the FPRE residential prospective model
anticipates, between 2021 and 2035, an additional demand for 1'456 apartments (per year: 104) in the commune of Cham.

The FPRE hedonic models (data as of 31 March 2023) calculate the price level for owner-occupied homes (average new builds) at
25'904 CHF/m² for single family houses and at 17'233 CHF/m² for apartments. The net market rental price of an apartment in an
average location is 293 CHF/m²a. The inner value of building land (developed) is, depending on the micro-situation, for a typical
single family house 3'605 - 4'625 CHF/m² and for a typical multi-family house 5'015 - 6'505 CHF/m² (CON) resp. 2'325 - 3'905
CHF/m² (RA). This is average in regional comparison.

Since the first quarter of 2000 the prices of average single family houses in the MS region of Zug have increased by 209.1% (building
land for SFH: 361.5%).The percentage price increase for an average condominium is 253.4% (building land for MFH with CON:
502.1%).  Since the 1st quarter 2008, the market rents changed by 10.7% (building land for MFH with RA: 148.9%). According to the
FPRE assessment, the market in Cham is very highly valued.
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2 Macro-location rating: Indicators
Commune of Cham

Indicators

Current situation Perspectives

Market size 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5  --  -.  -  .- ≈  .+  +  +.  ++ 

Housing X X

Offices X X

Retail X X

Edge industry X X

Traditional industry X X

Logistics X X

Development 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5  --  - ≈  +  ++ 

Households X X

Employees office X X

Employees retail X X

Employees edge industry X X

Employees traditional industry X X

Population 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5  --  - ≈  +  ++ 

Social layers X X

Purchasing power X X

Tax burden X X

Economy 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5  --  - ≈  +  ++ 

High value-added sectors X X

Tax burden of jur. persons X X

Accessibility / traffic access 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5  --  - ≈  +  ++ 

Accessibility PMT X X

Accessibility universities X X

Traffic access X X

Risk parameter 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Housing X

Offices X

Retail X

Edge industry X

Traditional industry X

Logistics X

Sources: BFS, RESC FPRE, IMBAS FPRE, Prospective model FPRE.
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3 Macro-location rating of rented apartments
Commune of Cham

Rating details - Housing

Current rating Prospective rating

Market size and building land reserves 4.5 4.5

Development of the number of households 4.5 4.5

Social layers 4.0 4.5

Tax burden 5.0 5.0

Risk parameter 3.0

Current state of markets, long-term trends and development of supply

State of market Trend (real revenues)

State of markets and trends very high ≈

Development of supply Development of supply ≈ development of demand

Overall housing rating

Current rating Prospective rating

Rating 4.71 4.83

Evaluation Excellent location with an unvarying potential for improvement

Site analysis

Sources: BFS, RESC FPRE, IMBAS FPRE, Prospective model FPRE.
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4 Macro-location rating: Interpretation
Commune of Cham

Interpretation of the rating

Fahrländer Partner's current and prospective macro-location rating assesses a location by comparing it with all other possible locations. The rating
is relative. As a result an improvement in the prospective rating compared with the current rating may imply a negative development in a falling
market, although this is less negative than the development of the market as a whole.

Macro-location rating of rented apartments

Relative rating

4.50 - 5.00: Excellent

4.00 - 4.49: Very good

3.50 - 3.99: Good

3.00 - 3.49: Average

2.50 - 2.99: Unfavourable

2.00 - 2.49: Bad

1.50 - 1.99: Very bad

1.00 - 1.49: Extremely bad

Current rating Prospective rating

Remark

Fahrländer Partner calculates the location and market rating extremely carefully on the basis of the most recent available data. The results are
based on an assessment of the general locality from available data and do not take into account the particular features of the micro-location and
building or the overall suitability.

Sources: BFS, RESC FPRE, IMBAS FPRE, Prospective model FPRE.
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5 Impressum

Terms of use

All rights reserved. The information is the property of Fahrländer Partner AG Raumentwicklung. This product may not be resold or reproduced
without prior written permission of the author. Individual text passages or data may be quoted, provided the author and source are acknowledged.

All information and models in this publication have been compiled or calculated by Fahrländer Partner AG Raumentwicklung with the greatest care
based on the latest available data. Nevertheless, no guarantee can be given with regard to the correctness, accuracy, up-to-dateness and
completeness of this information. The contents of this publication are intended for information purposes only. Any liability is excluded.

About FPRE

Fahrländer Partner AG Raumentwicklung (FPRE) is a private consulting and research company headquartered in Zurich with offices in Bern and
Frankfurt am Main. FPRE is owned by the managing partners and is completely independent. The company is one of the leading digital data and
model providers for real estate appraisal and spatial development. With the real estate appraisal and analysis system IMBAS, FPRE maintains
one of the largest real estate economic applications for Switzerland, Germany and the Principality of Liechtenstein. FPRE also provides market
data, valuation models and benchmarks via standardized interfaces (API), enabling seamless integrations into digital processes. Ratings,
benchmarks and automated valuations are thus made available for the analysis and valuation of entire mortgage or investment portfolios in no
time.

Macro-location ratings offer up-to-date and prospective assessments of investment viability. Ratings are available for four separate uses. Obtain
macro-location ratings for any location in Switzerland with just one click in the IMBAS application. Or use our API to integrate the ratings into your
ecosystem. The macro-location ratings can be ordered individually or licensed as a package.

Read more:

https://en.fpre.ch/tools/imbas/makro-lageratings/ 

Contact
Fahrländer Partner
Raumentwicklung
Seebahnstrasse 89
8003 Zurich

+41 44 466 70 00
info@fpre.ch
https://en.fpre.ch/

Locations
Zurich
Bern
Frankfurt
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